
 
 
 
 
PRESS RELEASE 
The most beautiful woods from all around the world. Made in Austria.  
 
 
Historic wooden beams from the Alps, giant sequoias from the US or painted 
wooden boats from Asia: SUN WOOD's vision is to make unique woods from all 
around the world accessible for creative room solutions. 
 
Hundreds of reclaimed and precious woods found their way to the SUN WOOD factory where 
they're reproduced on local wood in a resource-conscious and authentic way thanks to an 
innovative printing and surface technology. The 3D large format scanner digitizes original woods 
and then refines a variety of different substrates to emulate their look and feel. All SUN WOOD 
products are made of a PEFC certified wood base from local forestry whose surface is chopped 
and brushed by hand. The desired decor is then applied sustainably and directly to the wood 
using innovative printing technology. 
 
A distinct advantage over reclaimed or precious wood 
Cut down the rainforest in exchange for a precious wood table? What about chemical processing 
of reclaimed wood to ward off pests and make it last longer? At SUN WOOD, you don't have to 
choose! All products have wood bases made of new, local & sustainable forestry that are 
authentically modeled after real reclaimed or precious wood. When it comes to look and feel, 
SUN WOOD products are practically identical to their originals. 
 
Over 100 decors on a variety of supporting materials 
Using innovative printing and surface technology, SUN WOOD refines a great variety of supporting 
materials and formats with over 100 different wood decors. This includes wood panels and 
tabletops plus a myriad of boards, veneers, beams or even doors. We can make wood beams 
up to 15 meters in length, 6 x 2 meter panels or individual special formats without breaking a 
sweat. The long-term availability of all products and decors is guaranteed.  
 
 
 
SUN WOOD is a brand of the family owned company STAINER Schriften und Siebdruck GmbH & Co KG 
based in St. Martin, Austria. As a full-service provider in the printing sector, the company boasts a 
technical edge in the field of screen printing and digital printing after almost 50 years in business and sets 
the gold standard with its SUN WOOD and Print Tattoo divisions.  
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Elisabeth Stahl 
Marketing & PR 
 
Mail: e.stahl@stainer.co.at 
Phone: +43 6588 8440-20  
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